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Abstract
Neural forecasting has shown significant improve-
ments in the accuracy of large-scale systems, yet
predicting extremely long horizons remains a chal-
lenging task. Two common problems are the
volatility of the predictions and their computa-
tional complexity; we addressed them by incorpo-
rating smoothness regularization and mixed data
sampling techniques to a well-performing multi-
layer perceptron based architecture (NBEATS).
We validate our proposed, DMIDAS, on high-
frequency healthcare and electricity price data
with long forecasting horizon (∼ 1000 times-
tamps) where we improve the prediction accuracy
by 5% over state-of-the-art models, reducing the
number of parameters of NBEATS by nearly 70%.
1. Introduction
Recently neural forecasting has shown great success on im-
proving the accuracy of forecasting systems. Long-horizon
forecasting remains a challenging for neural networks as
often times their expressiveness translates into excessive
computational complexity and volatility. We address these
limitations, improving on well performing multi-horizon
models with temporal mixed data sampling techniques and
smoothness regularization. Our contributions include:
(i) Mixed Data Sampling: We incorporate sub-sampling
layers before fully-connected networks, and observe
that this technique significantly reduces the memory
footprint and the amount of computation, while main-
taining the effective memory of the model.
(ii) Smoothness Regularization: We induce smoothness
of the multi-horizon model’s predictions by reducing
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(b) French European Power Exchange Electricity Price
Figure 1. Arterial pressure (ART) and French European Power
Exchange electricity price, along with the long-multi-horizon fore-
casts of DMIDAS. High-Frequency data often poses challeng-
ing forecasting tasks when series display heterogeneous behavior
across series and signals have non-stationary dynamics.
the dimension of its outputs and matching the forecast
with the original frequency through interpolation. We
add L1 regularization to shrink the weights towards
a sparse representation, which robustifies the model
against the data’s higher frequency noise.
(iii) DMIDAS architecture: The two regularization tech-
niques naturally motivate the Deep Mixed Data Sam-
pling regression (DMIDAS), that improves the forecast
decomposition capabilities of NBEATS by specializing
the blocks of the architecture on different frequencies
of the data, reducing its volatility, and computational
complexity, while maintaining its predictive power.
We compare DMIDAS on long horizon forecasting tasks
against well-established benchmarks: a parsimonious fully-
connected network (MLP; Lago et al. 2021), the Dilated
Recurrent Neural Network (DilRNN; Chang et al. 2017),
the Exponential Smoothing Recurrent Neural Network (ES-
RNN; Smyl 2019) and the Neural Basis Expansion Analysis
(NBEATS; Oreshkin et al. 2020). DMIDAS reduced RMSE
by 3% and MAE by 5% against 2nd best model. We im-
prove the average RMSE across datasets on 6%, 11%, 10%
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The remainder of the work is structured as follows. Section 2
reviews relevant literature, Section 3 introduces notation and
describes the methodology, Section 4 contains the empirical
findings. Finally in Section 5 we wrap up and conclude.
2. Literature Review
Neural forecasting methods have become an increasingly
active area of research in recent years, as these models
have been successfully adopted in multiple domains such as
demand forecasting (Wen et al., 2017; Salinas et al., 2020),
weather prediction (Nascimento et al., 2021) energy markets
(Olivares et al., 2021; Gasparin et al., 2019) and excelled
at several forecasting competitions (Smyl, 2019; Oreshkin
et al., 2020; Lim et al., 2020). For a comprehensive survey
of neural forecasting see (Benidis et al., 2020).
Regarding our approach to tackle the long horizon fore-
casting task we found the research over multi-step-ahead
forecasting strategies and mixed data sampling regressions
to be the most relevant, we summarize below.
Multi-step-ahead forecasting strategies. Comprehensive
investigations on the bias and variance behavior of multi-
step-ahead forecasting strategies observed that the direct
strategy has a low bias and high variance, with the benefit
of avoiding error accumulation across the horizon exhibit
by classic recursive strategies. Finally, variants of the joint
or multi-horizon strategy allow for the best trade off of
the variance and bias effects because they maintain great
expressiveness while still sharing parameters (Bao et al.,
2014; Atiya & Taieb, 2016; Wen et al., 2017).
Mixed data sampling regression. Previous forecasting lit-
erature recognized challenges of extremely long horizon
predictions, and proposed mixed data sampling regression
(MIDAS) to ameliorate the problem of parameter prolifera-
tion while preserving high frequency temporal information
(Ghysels et al., 2007; Armesto et al., 2010). MIDAS regres-
sions maintained the classic recursive forecasting strategy
of linear auto-regressive models, but defined a parsimonious
fashion of feeding the inputs to the model.
Smoothness Regularization. Interpolation techniques to
augment the resolution of modeled signals has a very long
tradition (Meijering, 2002), with applications in many fields
like signal and image processing. In time series forecast-
ing it has many applications, from completing unevenly
sampled data and noise filters, to temporal hierarchical fore-
casting (Chow & loh Lin, 1971; Fernandez, 1981). For
deep learning, interpolation has seen use in computer vision
applications (Noh et al., 2015; Ye et al., 2018).
To our knowledge, temporal interpolation has not been ex-
plicitly leveraged in neural forecasting model’s architectures
to induce smoothness of its predictions.
3. Methodology
3.1. Neural Basis Expansion Analysis
The Neural Basis Expansion Analysis (NBEATS) is a state-
of-the-art deep learning univariate model. The key idea of
the model is to perform local nonlinear projections onto
basis functions across multiple blocks. Each block consists
of a fully-connected neural network (MLP) which learns
coefficients for the backcast and forecast outputs on a prede-
fined basis. The backcast output is used to clean the inputs
of subsequent blocks, while the forecasts are summed to
compose the final prediction. The blocks are grouped in
stacks, each specialized in learning a different characteristic
of the data using different basis functions.
The NBEATS architecture is composed of S stacks with
B blocks each. The input yb of the first block consists
of L lags of the target time-series y, while the inputs of
the following blocks include residual connections with the
backcast output of the previous block. Within each l-th
block, the first component consists of a MLP that learns
hidden vector hl, which is then passed to a linear layer to
produce θfl and backcast θ
b
l expansion coefficients. After the
MLP, each l-th block includes a basis expansion operation
between the coefficients learnt and the block’s basis function.
This transformation results in the backcast ŷbl and forecast






















For the original interpretable model NBEATS-I, a polyno-
mial basis is used to model trends, and harmonic functions
to model seasonalities. A block with no inductive bias that
directly uses the coefficients θ as forecast and backcast, i. e.
Vfl = IH×H , is used in the generic NBEATS-G version.
3.2. Deep Mixed Data Sampling Regression
3.2.1. MIXED DATA SAMPLING
In order to capture long time dynamics while not over-
parametrizing the model we added pooling layers1. Dif-
ferent kernel sizes induce mixed frequencies of the inputs
on the backcast window. These sub-sampling layers effec-
tively reduce the number of parameters, limiting the memory
footprint and the amount of computation, while maintaining
the original receptive field. This technique was previously
explored in the MQ-CNN architecture (Wen et al., 2017).
1The pooling layers can be average pooling, max pooling or
simple stride down sampling.















































Figure 2. Building blocks of the DMIDAS architecture. The model is composed several multilayer fully connected networks with ReLU
nonlinearities. Blocks overlap using the doubly residual stacking principle for the backcast ŷbl and forecast ŷ
f
l outputs of the l-th block.
The expressiveness of the output dimension of each stack guides the specialization of the additive predictions on different frequencies,
while the final predictions are constructed using interpolation.
3.2.2. SMOOTHNESS REGULARIZATION
For most multi-horizon forecasting models, and in particular
NBEATS as specified in Equation (1), the outputs’ cardinal-
ity corresponds to the horizon’s dimension, |θfl | = H . As
the dimension of the forecast horizon grows, so the model
prediction’s volatility. To solve this issue, DMIDAS defines
the dimensions of its forecast coefficients in terms of the
expressivity ratio rl that controls the number of parame-
ters per unit of time, now |θfl | = drlHe. To recover the















In Equation (2), t2 denotes the closest available time index in
the future of t where the coefficients θfl have an associated
value, analogous to t1 for the past. A consequence of the
temporal interpolation, is that the predictions are continuous




The ideas from multi-horizon forecasting, mixed data sam-
pling regressions and smoothness regularization through
interpolation naturally converge into DMIDAS approach.
We design the architecture so that each block specializes on
different sampling frequencies of the inputs and outputs of
the model simultaneously, by selecting the expressivity ratio.
We define the coefficients θfl and θ
b
l for each l-th block to
be uniformly spaced, as shown in Figure 2.
2Other interpolation techniques can be used for example nearest
neighbors, or polynomials. In this work we use linear interpolation.
We use exponentially increasing expressivity ratios through
the depth of the architecture blocks that allows to model
complex dependencies, while controlling the number of
parameters used on each output layer. If the expressivity
ratio is defined as rl = rl then the space complexity of





while the NBEATS-G scales linearly O (HB).
DMIDAS enjoys several advantages. First, it reduces the
volatility of the model’s outputs and improves the overall
computational efficiency. Second, the additive decompo-
sition capabilities inherited from NBEATS improves by
making each block specialize on different frequencies. Fur-
thermore, the expressivity ratio rl can be specified using the
generating process domain expertise to improve forecast-
ing performance. Third, L1 regularization can continue to
shrink the weights towards a sparse representation, robusti-
fying the model to higher frequency noise.
The additive forecast decomposition of DMIDAS provides
valuable information beyond the trend-seasonality decom-
position. Figure 3 shows a forecast of DMIDAS and its
corresponding decomposition for ART and compares it with
the non-interpretable decomposition of the NBEATS-G.
4. Experiments
Vital Signs Dataset. This dataset consists of de-identified
high-frequency vital signs collected from the intensive-care
at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center Hospitals
(UPMC) over three years 3. It contains arterial blood
3The data was collected from Phillips Data Warehouse Connect,
and it was prepared and de-identified under Institutional Review
Board review and approval
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Figure 3. Arterial Pressure (ART) and five hundred steps ahead forecasts using NBEATS-G and DMIDAS. The top row shows the original
signal. The second, third and fourth rows show the forecast components for the each model’s block, in the case of sub-Figure (b) each
block specializes on different frequencies, contrary to the outputs of NBEATS-G on sub-Figure (a) that are unintelligible.
pressure (ART) and Pulse Oximetry Photoplethysmogram
(PLETH) waveforms for 98 patients. Each patient has 90-
minutes data, the last five minutes comprise the test set.
Electricity Price Dataset. We consider electricity price
forecasting (EPF) datasets of five major power markets 4,
namely Nord Pool, the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland
market, and the European Power Exchange for Belgium,
France and Germany. Each market contains six years of
history, we keep the last three months of each as test set.
4.1. Training Methodology and Evaluation
For ART and PLETH we train global models. For EPF
we train separate models for each market. A simple mean
ensemble of four random initializations is used to forecast.
Model selection is done with a bayesian optimization tech-
nique which explores the hyperparameter space using tree-
structured Parzen estimators (HYPEROPT; Bergstra et al.
2011). The configurations that reach the lowest validation
mean absolute error (MAE) are evaluated on the test data.
We evaluate the accuracy with the mean absolute error
(MAE) and root mean squared error (RMSE). DMIDAS
consistently achieved the best performance on long hori-
zons, with a monotonic increasing relative improvement vs
horizon. It improves the RMSE 3% on average and MAE
on 5% against the 2nd best model, including several models
and forecasting strategies, such as the recursive forecast of
the DilRNN, while remaining interpretable. DMIDAS im-
prove the average RMSE across datasets on 6%, 11%, 10%
over NBEATS-G, NBEATS-I and ESRNN respectively.
4Available at the EPFtoolbox library (Lago et al., 2021).
Table 1. Forecast accuracy measures for long-horizon tasks. The
reported metrics are mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean
squared error (RMSE). Smallest errors are highlighted in bold.
Data H Metric MLP DilRNN ESRNN NBEATS-I NBEATS-G DMIDAS
ART
120 RMSE 13.17 13.03 12.48 11.96 12.28 12.40MAE 6.33 6.62 5.89 5.25 5.30 5.44
480 RMSE 18.17 17.88 22.40 17.48 16.93 16.71MAE 9.21 9.12 13.15 8.73 7.80 7.68
960 RMSE 21.24 21.20 21.87 22.11 18.64 18.01MAE 12.23 11.84 12.04 14.17 9.97 9.87
PLETH
120 RMSE 0.054 0.056 0.060 0.051 0.050 0.050MAE 0.033 0.034 0.035 0.029 0.028 0.028
480 RMSE 0.067 0.071 0.106 0.065 0.063 0.061MAE 0.045 0.046 0.074 0.043 0.039 0.041
960 RMSE 0.079 0.081 0.078 0.082 0.073 0.073MAE 0.054 0.055 0.058 0.059 0.049 0.046
EPF
24 RMSE 9.84 9.66 9.55 9.49 9.34 9.04MAE 6.02 5.90 5.81 5.89 5.65 5.56
336 RMSE 12.94 12.99 12.84 13.29 13.00 12.84MAE 8.80 8.80 8.75 9.05 8.76 8.74
672 RMSE 18.03 17.45 17.33 16.92 18.11 15.88MAE 13.30 13.32 13.01 12.61 13.43 11.50
5. Conclusion
We identified two challenges in long-horizon forecasting
tasks, namely the volatility of multi-horizon model’s predic-
tions and their computational complexity. We proposed the
Deep Mixed Data Sampling regression (DMIDAS), that in-
corporates smoothness regularization through interpolation
and sub-sampling techniques to NBEATS. The resultant par-
simonious model outperforms state-of-the-art benchmarks
on long-horizon forecasting tasks, improving the MAE 5%
on average and the RMSE 3%, while reducing the num-
bers of parameters of the NBEATS model by nearly 70%.
Additionally, DMIDAS has an interpretable forecast de-
composition that provides valuable information beyond the
classic trends and seasons.
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